Introduction {#sec1}
============

To date, there is no evidence to suggest wastewater as a potential source for the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Though some reports have prophesied wastewater as a poor risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission, intensive research efforts are needed to corroborate these predictions. Virus-laden bio-aerosols from a drainage sewage pipe at Amoy Gardens complex in Hong Kong has been recognized as the transmission mode for coronaviruses during the outbreak of SARS in 2003 \[[@bib1]\]. The virus can also find its way into the drinking water distribution infrastructure and might enter individual homes. The occurrence of SARS-CoV-2 may undesirably affect the water supply chain, which can compromise the integrity of water quality and human health. Therefore, the formation of aerosol during the wastewater treatment should be prudently inspected as a possible source of virus spread. Some evidence suggests the fecal-oral transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Besides, it is also essential to examine the adverse impacts of SARS-CoV-2-laden wastewater on soil and aquatic creatures. Along with the effective wastewater treatment, timely monitoring and proper control measures are required to limit the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Thus, robust analytical tools are required for cost-effective, sensitive, selective and multi-residue analysis \[[@bib2]\].

Favorable conditions for SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater {#sec2}
=================================================

Various earlier reports have demonstrated that the survival and persistence of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater profoundly depends on the wastewater characteristics \[[@bib3], [@bib4]\]. It is described that surrogate coronaviruses remain contagious in sewage and water for a few days to weeks \[[@bib5]\]. In a recent investigation, the half-life of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater has been estimated to be between 4.8 and 7.2 h \[[@bib6]\]. Whereas, Barcelo \[[@bib7]\] reported that the SARS-CoV-2 could persist in wastewater from hours to days. Therefore, it remains profoundly meaningful to apprehend the stability, fate, and decay mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 in water and wastewater. Influential parameters that can envisage the reduction kinetics should be assessed for establishing favorable and unfavorable conditions for SARS-CoV-2 survival in sewage. In order to evaluate the potential acquaintance risks of virus-polluted water, it is crucial to investigate the detailed physical and biological characteristics of various wastewaters. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) cross-transmission via building sanitary plumbing systems to wastewater sewage \[[@bib8]\]. In an earlier study, Gundy et al. \[[@bib9]\] reports the survival of coronaviruses in water and wastewater. The results obtained indicate that coronaviruses are much more sensitive to temperature than Poliovirus 1 LSc-2ab (PV-1) and that there is a considerable difference in survivability between PV-1 and the coronaviruses in wastewater.Figure 1shows Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) cross-transmission via building sanitary plumbing systems. Reprinted from Ref. \[[@bib8]\] "Gormley, M., Aspray, T. J., Kelly, D. A., & Rodriguez-Gil, C. (2017). Pathogen cross-transmission via building sanitary plumbing systems in a full scale pilot test-rig. *PloS One*, 12(2), e0171556", with permission under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.Figure 1

Detection strategies -- General and biological perspective {#sec3}
==========================================================

Nevertheless, important issues remain, i.e., which pathogen-associated factors are responsible for the amplification effects? What cultural factors are different or have SARS and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) changed? What metropolitan areas will Ro \> 1 sustain and what are the drivers of this transmission rate? There are two types of factors and many methods before these questions are addressed \[[@bib10]\].

The interaction factors between pathogen and hosts include the time of viral emergence, viral emergence (number of infectious particles releases), viral persistence (environment), and viral shedding (super propagators) heterogeneity. However, changes in the viral genome will alter the cumulative distribution of those factors over time because human adaptation is underway. Combined factors based on society include people by location (densities), everyday transport (housing and workplace structure), connections (more significant opportunities for transportation), emerging activity trends (urbanization and increased mobility), etc. Therapy (antivirals and antibodies) and vaccinations of the future. The latest studies have shown that COVID-19 has a normal or even \"preclinical but communicable\" period of viral dissemination and infection spread. Such features are known for humans and most other viral pathogens but not for SARS and MERS coronaviruses. Immunocompromised or semi-symptomatic individuals may also transmit SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bib11]\]. In a recent study, Ahmed et al. \[[@bib12]\] reported a comparison of virus concentration methods for the RT-qPCR-based recovery of murine hepatitis virus, a surrogate for SARS-CoV-2 from untreated wastewater.

Unique predictive equations for epidemiological outbreaks are being used to predict Ro, but pathogen-based variables cannot be determined. These forecasts include clinical results and the epidemiology of \"shoe leather\". Population-related statistics should be inferred from current demographics, travel, and telecommunication estimates. Health authorities in China have already started to provide some of the necessary information with time-based mobile phone movements across geospatial regions. However, due to privacy and protection concerns, collection authorities, this data may not be shared in other countries -- except in public health crises or emergencies.

In published articles, mathematical models which provide COVID-19 cases in the real-time forecast have begun to appear in the literature \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\]. But even comprehensive mathematical models, involving complex pathogenic and social variables, can take considerable time and effort (often months or even years) to construct and validate. We can also use current mathematical models for recent influenza pandemics or outbreaks of SARS and MERS, including those produced in the United States. National Research Institute for Infectious Disease Systems. These differential models are responsible for differences in pathogenic, financial, and intervention variables. The effectiveness of the prediction of COVID-19 distribution will depend on the accuracy of transmission models and data \[[@bib13]\].

We assume that research activities involve above and all other important variables identifying the values (and ranges). Information on these factors can also be spread through research and response and adaptation organizations, for example, the Red Cross, other NGOs, and agencies for emergency management. The most successful way to communicate these different statistics is to create a database for the co-ordination of information by pathogen-host, social mixing, and intervention modules. Such a bridge links all existing database networks. Moreover, such a bank may use digital software to find, arrange, and analyze data for eventual cure and relation. Several statistical simulation groups independently function in the prediction of the distribution of COVID-19 infections throughout China, the US, and Europe. We believe that priority should be aligned and supported by government agencies between these groups.

Several clinical trials are currently underway to identify treatments for COVID-19. Sadly, no medical vaccines or antiviral medications are officially approved on the medical front for the prevention of coronavirus infections \[[@bib15]\]. The only therapeutic option is supportive treatment, including hospitalization and the operation of intensive care units. Besides, the risk of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia leading to fatal secondary bacterial infections, including influenza, must be taken immediately into consideration. Fortunately, action can be taken in the area of public health to safeguard large populations, including travel prohibitions, quarantine, and isolation from contact/cases. However, the best intervention will require an understanding of the main factors driving outbreaks of COVID-19 and a monitoring of how the causes change over time and place \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\]. The most concerned questions about the transmission, detection, and prevention of SARS-CoV-2 are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} \[[@bib17]\].Table 1The most concerned questions about the transmission, detection, and prevention of SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bib17]\].Table 1No.The most concerned questions1.How much do we know about the human-to-human transmission of SARS-CoV-2?2.How much do we know about the water-based transmission of SARS-CoV-2?3.Does the SARS-CoV-2 appear to be significantly contagious in a human-to-human context?4.What makes SARS-CoV-2 strain significantly concerning, regardless of its resembling symptoms from the common cold to as severe as SARS-CoV?5.How concerned should we be about the SARS-CoV-2 origin, although there are more confirmed cases around the globe and the infected cases are keep growing?6.What are the main symptoms of SARS-CoV-2, and how are they distinguishable compared to the typical common cold and seasonal flu?7.What do people need to know to take preventive measures to protect themselves and avoid getting sick?8.Are the currently available viral vaccine development approaches good enough to tackle SARS-CoV-2, effectively?

Detection and quantification of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater {#sec4}
========================================================

The identification and quantification of SARS-CoV-2 in sewage and wastewater is a challenging task, but it is important to track these emerging infectious diseases in a timely and effective manner. Many recent studies have reported that the novel SARS-CoV-2 in human stool and urban wastewater has been successfully detected \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]\]. Nonetheless, all of the above studies are incomplete and several additional studies covering a large number of populations are required. Multidisciplinary research methodologies in this area could be successful in developing more efficient techniques for SARS-CoV-2 detection and quantification in water. Due to the shorter half-limit of the viable SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater, the detection strategy should be equally valid for both sustainable and non-viable virus particles. It is also shown that virus structure and assembly can be degraded into other items, so developing techniques capable of using degraded materials for the precise detection and quantitation of coronavirus is of great importance \[[@bib23]\]. Based on significant advances in microbiology, a range of novel detection strategies techniques were proposed for robust identification and quantification of viral RNA in the scientific literature \[[@bib24], [@bib25]\]. The development of innovative biosensor-based nanostructured materials has been found to promise waterborne pathogens in water samples \[[@bib26]\].

Uneven consumption of disinfectants - Assessment of adverse impacts and alternative solutions {#sec5}
=============================================================================================

One of the main environmental dilemmas of COVID-19 is the inappropriate use of disinfectants released to the sewage system. Careful monitoring of wastewater for possible contamination is, therefore, necessary to restrict the spread of SARS-CoV-2. In a recent report, Zhang et al. \[[@bib19]\] revealed that 2000 tons of disinfectants are released merely in Wuhan city, which not only postures a potential impact to the aquatic system but can also contaminate natural resources of drinking water. Similarly, the presence of pharmaceutically active residues in wastewater may also influence human health and marine organisms. It is significant to evaluate the negative impacts of these discharges and develop newer and robust techniques for the proper treatment and safe disposal of wastewaters. Furthermore, multidisciplinary approaches are required for the development of environmentally friendly and more sustainable technologies to eliminate SARS-CoV-2 from water and other sources.

The hypothetical fate of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the urban water cycle {#sec6}
======================================================================

The fate of the urban water cycle SARS-CoV-2 virus and its related possible health threats raise a great many concerns for environmental academics, especially the water science group. The existence and maintenance of the viability of coronaviruses in hospitals and wastewater from fecal emancipation of infected patients have been demonstrated in earlier reports \[[@bib1], [@bib27], [@bib28]\]. Studies indicating coronavirus persistence in wastewater plants and aquatic matrices have also confirmed greater attention to this serious problem \[[@bib5], [@bib29]\]. The SARS-CoV-2 virus may therefore still exist in wastewater, but it must be recognized and concentrated. Therefore, there is also the question of how long coronavirus can survive and remain contagious after wastewater discharge. Following the 2003 SARS epidemic, some studies have identified viral particulates in the household or sewage wastewater that, in the absence of suitable disinfection, are likely to survive at some level, thereby increasing the potential for infection \[[@bib1], [@bib3], [@bib5], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32]\]. The survival and persistence of coronaviruses in water systems depend however upon various factors, such as light familiarity (UV or solar inactivation), temperature (high-temperature coronaviruses are susceptible to), organic substance, and the occurrence of competitor microorganisms. Adequate monitoring program must, therefore, be developed during treatment of wastewater, to evaluate the destination of the urban water cycle.
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